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‘ Follow Me, You’re In A Prohibited Area’: A
Slow Mover Intercept As Seen From The
Target’s Point Of View

An F-2000 in tidy setup as it overtakes the sluggish mover. In package, an HH-139 helicopter appears
through the starboard side window as he carefully keep track of the zombie. (All images: Stefano
D’Urso/ The Aviationist)

We have actually participated in an arranged Slow Mover
Intercept workout throughout which we were obstructed by
Eurofighter F-2000 fighter jets and HH-139 helicopters. Here’s
how it went.
When one considers Air Defense and the Quick Reaction Alert nowadays, the idea right away goes to
huge airliners that may be pirated, not reacting to radios and so on, with the worst-case circumstance
being 9/11 There is an even more subtle danger, which is provided by little basic air travel airplane
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and ultralight airplane who generally fly low and sluggish and hence more difficult to find. Airplane
with these attributes are normally referred to as “Slow Movers”.
To counter this hazard, the Slow Mover Intercept objective was presented and flying force worldwide
routinely train for it as the flight envelope of these little fixed-wing airplane and helicopters provides
some difficulties for the pilots of fighter jets attempting to obstruct them. Typically, these airplane fly at
extremely low elevation and speeds that may be slower than the stall speed of fighter airplane,
needing particular treatments for a safe interception.
The HH-139 A helicopter flying on the zombie’s left wing as it reveals a panel to purchase the pilots to
follow the interceptor.
Because of this, helicopters may get associated with the QRA objectives to help fighter jets and take
control of when they show up on scene. The Italian Air Force( Aeronautica Militare) is amongst those
utilizing both fighters and helicopters for SMI situations, releasing them to secure no-fly zones for
crucial occasions given that the early2000 s. During basic QRA objectives from their homebases,
generally the fighters take the precedence for the SMI situations however, if required, helicopters can
likewise be rushed.
The Slow Mover Intercept ability was likewise offered by the F-16 ADF which were rented as
substitute service till the Eurofighter Typhoon( F-2000A in accordance to Italy’s MOD Mission Design
Series) ended up being functional, helped by HH-3F CSAR helicopters. Our Editor David Cenciotti
participated in a SMI training circumstance in2009 with the F-16 s from the X Gruppo Caccia(10 th
Fighter Squadron), when the system was still based at Trapani Air Base.
An Eurofighter F-2000 A flies by the U-208’s wing throughout the obstruct.
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An Eurofighter F-2000A flies by the U-208’s wing throughout the obstruct.
Since then, the possessions and treatments for these objectives has actually altered. For some years,
even prior to the F-16 s were devoted to the objective, the XII Gruppo Caccia(12 th Fighter Squadron)
was appointed the SMI function and was geared up with the MB-339 CD fitness instructor( FEET-339
C in accordance to Italy’s MOD Mission Design Series) till it got the very first Eurofighters. The MB339 CD was provided this secondary objective considering that it has a slower stall speed compared
to fighter jets( listed below100 kt, depending upon the setup) and it can likewise be equipped with
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AIM-9L air-to-air rockets and 30 mm gunpods.
Two HH-139 s shadow the” zombie” as they carry out the Visual IDentification) VID.
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Two HH-139 s shadow the” zombie” as they carry out the Visual IDentification) VID.
The S.208 M( U-208 A in accordance to Italy’s MOD Mission Design Series) is the military version of
the S.205, a low wing, single engine, four-seater basic air travel airplane created in the1960 s. The
S.208 remains in the very same class of airplane like the Beechcraft Bonanza and the Piper PA-24
Comanche, so it’s completely fit to mimic basic air travel airplane throughout SMI situations. Its
camouflage paint plan makes it even harder to aesthetically get the S.208 at low elevation throughout
the interception.
Our early morning in Gioia del Colle started with the objective rundown with all the teams associated
with the workout, which included our SIAI U-208 A, 3 Eurofighter F-2000( among those was a twinseater TF-2000) of the X Gruppo Caccia and 2 HH-139 A helicopters of the84 ° Centro CSAR. A
fantastic focus goes to the security of the flight, as the airplane would need to fly really near each
other and the Eurofighters are flying near the lower limitations of their flight envelope, so it is essential
to completely talk about minimum speeds, deconfliction and which maneuvers to prevent.
As you would anticipate, throughout these intricate workouts, a specific focus goes on making the
most of the training worth of the objective. Since of this, several intercepts were prepared throughout
the very same flight, so every pilot might get an opportunity to train in the SMI function. A bottom line
throughout the preparation was the speed of the obstructed airplane, as it required to be high
sufficient to be safe for the fighters while likewise keeping the fuel usage under control in order to
offer the longestvul time( vulnerability time– the time period when an airplane is susceptible to
damage) possible for numerous intercepts.
” Smile, you’re on electronic camera!”. A Eurofighter pilot takes an image as the airplane goes by the
port side of the U-208
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” Smile, you’re on video camera!”. A Eurofighter pilot takes a picture as the airplane goes by the port
side of the U-208
Our flight, which was anticipated to last approximatively one hour and50 minutes, was divided in 3
various training circumstances, which were then followed by a simulated forced landing. Considering
that we were flying as the zombie, we were the very first to remove and left from Gioia del Colle’s
runway32 L at13:48 LT with the callsign” VENTO30?. Because our strategy was to fly low and
sluggish, there wasn’t much requirement to climb up and we leveled off at 2,000 feet while heading
towards the Gulf of Taranto, where we started orbiting over the coast.
In the on the other hand, the Eurofighters were being rushed to discover us with the assistance of the
Ground Controlled Interception( GCI) operators. Here comes the very first issue for the fighter pilots,
thanks to the doppler radar: generally a doppler radar overlooks the contacts with a speed equivalent
to or lower than the among the interceptor airplane, as it may consider them as background sound
from radar waves shown by the ground. If the obstructed airplane is not constructed with metal, the
scenario becomes worse, highlighting the requirement to practice the visual interception of such
targets.
We currently pointed out the 2nd problem, the low speed. Slow Mover Intercept objectives are a
tough job as quick jets are not created as sluggish as basic air travel or ultralight airplane. In this kind
of objective profile, the pilot requires to stabilize the speed of his fighter jet to the target’s speed in
order to keep it safe while likewise having the ability to offer all the information worrying the
recognition of the obstructed airplane.
An F-2000 in tidy setup as it overtakes the sluggish mover.
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An F-2000 in tidy setup as it overtakes the sluggish mover.
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The 2nd HH- 139helicopter appears through the starboard side window as he carefully keep an eyeon
the zombie.
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The 2nd HH-139 helicopter appears through the starboard side window as he carefully keep an eye
on the zombie.
The helicopters continue to watch us for some minutes, keeping the zombie under monitoring, prior to
breaking away and clearing the airspace for the 2nd situation. While the very first training
circumstance was over the sea, the 2nd one was over land. Simply as in the past, after a couple of
orbits, the Eurofighters appeared through our rear windows, gradually capturing up on us. This time
among the single seaters switched location with the twin seater and both fighters continued to zip us
up until the helicopters appeared at our 1 o’clock and were prepared to obstruct us.
This 2nd training situation, in reality, consisted of the whole treatment and not just the interception
and VID. Once again, the HH-139 s got in a watching position, one on each wing, and started
determining us with the assistance of their nose-mounted Electro-Optical/InfraRed sensing unit(
EO/IR). As soon as the helicopters passed on all details for the VID, they moved on to get in visual
contact with the pilots of the zombie. If the radio contact is not effective, the helicopters’ pilots work to
get the attention of the obstructed airplane’s pilots while the team in the back exposes some panels to
assist the interaction.
Among the panels, you can discover:” Prohibited location”, suggesting that the zombie Is flying in a no
fly zone or, more typically, a limited location;” Follow me”, which is obvious and orders the zombie to
follow the interceptors out of the limited location;” Contact1215 MHz”, another obvious message
purchasing the obstructed airplane to change to the global guard frequency to interact with the
helicopters.
The helicopter flies on the U-208’s wing as it reveals a” Prohibited location” panel to the pilots.
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The helicopter flies on the U-208’s wing as it reveals a” Prohibited location” panel to the pilots.
While they were not present throughout this workout, generally Slow Mover Interceptor Operators(
SMIO) are on board the helicopters. SMIO are both pararescuemen of the CSAR center or Fucilieri
dell ‘Aria( Air Riflemen) of the16 ° Stormo, trained in using accuracy weapons( both marksman and
sniper rifles) from aerial platforms, prepared to offer an air-to-air engagement ability, ought to the
requirement develop, to stop a rogue airplane. For this function they will utilize accuracy weapons like
the just recently presented ARX-200 7.62 x51 mm Designated Marksman Rifle.
We then transitioned to the 3rd situation, where our three-ship development ended up being a lot
more uncommon as 2 Eurofighters joined us once again. We ended up being, in reality, the leader of
a five-ship V-shaped development with our U-208, 2 HH-139 s and 2 F-2000 s. Having utilized the
majority of their fuel, the fighters were now able to remain in development nearly easily without the
requirement to utilize the racetrack pattern.
As our vul time approached completion, the fighters broke the development while we headed back to
Gioia del Colle. We were still accompanied by the helicopters, replicating a forced landing as it would
take place if additional checks are required after the VID. This stage of the flight is where the
helicopters truly can be found in convenient, as they can quickly remain on our wing up until the goal
on the runway at around60 kts.
A HH-139 helicopter and a F-2000 fighter jet fly in development next to the U-208
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A HH – 139 helicopter and a F -2000fighter jet fly in development next to the U -208.
After leaving runway32 R after a 1h40 minutes – flight, we then went back to our parking area where,
in a genuine SMI required landing, we would be fulfilled by the force security or police for more
checks. This Is what took place, for a circumstances, a number of months earlier in France, when a
taken Cessna 172 was obstructed by a Mirage2000 and required to land, with police waiting on the
ground to take control of.
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Slow Mover Intercept objectives are amongst the most complicated air defense objectives, needing
best coordination in between a great deal of possessions throughout the Quick Reaction Alert launch.
This is why such objectives are practiced regularly, so pilot can train and keep their efficiency in this
complex situation, along with confirming the treatments throughout these workouts, created to be as
difficult and as practical as possible, to much better counter the uneven risk brought by sluggish
movers.

Stefano D’Urso is a self-employed reporter and factor to TheAviationist based in Lecce, Italy. A
graduate in Industral Engineering he’s likewise studying to accomplish a Master Degree in Aerospace
Engineering. Electronic Warfare, Loitering Munitions and OSINT methods used to the world of military
operations and existing disputes are amongst his locations of proficiency.
Source: ‘ Follow Me, You’re In A Prohibited Area’: A Slow Mover Intercept As Seen From The
Target’s Point Of View
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